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Abstract

In Chis paper, enhancement of speech corrupted by additive white or colored 
noise is stuided. The uncons trained fr 已qu角nuy-d이na코:d blLock• 丄建as 匸一m理an-squar已 

(UFBLMS) adaptation algorithm and its frequency-weighted version ar즌 newly 
applied co speech enhancement. For enhancement of spe순ch degraded by white 
noise, the performance of the UFBLMS a고음01二Lthm is superior to the spectral 
subtraction method or Wiwn은r fi고tering technique by more than 3 dB in seg- 
ment:슨d frequency-weighted 손 ratio (TOSNR^^) when SNR of spe은ch
is in the range of 0 to 10 dB.

As for enhancement of noisy speech corrupced by colored noise, the UFBLMS al
gorithm is sup은rior to that of the spectral subtraction method by about 3 
to 5 dB in FWSNR • Also, it yields better perfoirmanc은 by about 2 dB in
FWSNR and FWSNR than that of the time-domain 丄建ast:*!!!은an-squar色 (TLMS)
adaptive prediction filter (APF).

In vi운w of t:h슌 computational 'complexity and performance impcovem은nl: in sp얀ech 
quality and 코nieLLi흥ibili上y, the frequency-weighted UFBLMS algorithm appears 
to yield the b은st performance amon홍 various algorithms 코!！ 은nhancing no코요y 
sp建은ch corrupt:슈d by white or colored noise-

I. INTRODUCTION

The enhancement of noisy spe슌uh has been invesrig효匕슨d by many rese효rch읁 

As a result, various enhancemenc m은Ehods have be윤口 su흠웅준seed and developed. 
Lim and Oppenheim surveyed the previous studies on mnhanc윤m住nt of sp은은ch de- 
grad슨d by additive noise [1]. Sp슨순ch enhanc윤in建m: may be done by one of the 
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following three approaches- The first approach is to 必p고。it certain per- 
us므tua丄 a유peuts of speech. By high-pass fil仁wr코n흥 fricative sound and in
serting short pauses before plosiv은 sound, significant improvement in intel
ligibility has been obtained [2]. Also, the short time spectral magnitude 
has be으n used to enhance noisy spe은ch [3] . The second approach exploits t:h은 

fact that voiced portion has quasi-periodicity. S코nee the energy of a perio
dic signal is concentrated in the repetitive frmqu얀口cy bands and the inr근r- 
fering s코gna丄 has in general energy over the entire frequency bands, comb 
filtering can reduce 口。코s^, while preserving Che desired signal [4]. The 
third approach to speech 建nhanuem은at is to exploit a sp으ech pwoduc^ionmod每丄・ 

The parameters of t:h은 speech model are estimated, and then enhanced speech 
is g은nera匸已d, by the synthesis system based on the same speech model or with 
the esuLmat:은d speech model parameters [5] . In addition, to reduce narrow
band noise, th은 use of a time-domain filter has be은n investigated. It may 
be formed from the inverse 'Eransform of the inverse of Che estimated noise 
요peccrum. This filter can be implemented using a time-domain noise suppre
ssion filter that is adapted segmentally based on samples of background 
noise [6].

In this paper, a new enha•口ue꼬en匸'Cmchniqu운 using the unconstrained frequency
domain block least-mean-square (UFBLMS) algorithm is proposed for speech cor
rupted by white or colored n。코The performance of the newly proposed 
method will be compared 匸。 those of existing enhancement algorithms. To test 
the fwci二iven은ss of each 으nhaacemmnt: algorithm, we use objective measures
such as frequency-weighted si음aaL—匸o-noise ratio (FWSNR) and' segmented FWSNR 
(FWSNR^q) that are closely correlated with perception [7] . Following this 
int=匸。due匸ion, in Seccion H tzh은 new UFBLMS algorithm for enhancement of noisy 
sp운은ch is introduced. In this s은cuion, we will also discuss how one -cblU ap
ply this algorithm to 으nhance noisy sp은wch corrupted by- .white or 、 colored 
noise. In Section ]표, computer simulation is done to investigate the per
formance of various algorithms for enhanc은m운nt: of no코sy speech. The per
formance improves旧n匸s 匸已su丄匚in홈 from the use of various enhancement u운chni- 
ques are compared by objective quality measuresFinally, in Section IV, 
conclusions are made.

II. THE UFBLMS ALGORITHM WITH OR WITHOUT FREQUENCY WEIGHTING

Let us consider a transversal adaptive digital f코:Lt:建r (ADF) operated on the 
block-by-block ba요：Ls・ Prior to derivation of the frequency-weighted UFBLMS 
algorithm, we briefly review the UFBLMS ADF. Let M, L, and N be 匸h즌 number 
of filter weights, the block length, and the transform L은ngt:h of FFT, re
spectively. Th은 UFBLMS ADF shown in Fig. 1 can be obtained by minimizing 
the frequency-domain block mean-squared error (BMSE)• In.the UFBLMS ADF, 
the fr혼auencyidomai口 error vector e in Che k , block, is given by

.ev = < - t Ct, W ) ⑴
k k 0,L k k

where d, and W are the (Nxl) desired 匸으spons建 and filter w은ight: v은ctor요， 

spectively, both in the frequency domain, and is an (NxN) diagonal matrix 
whose diagonal elements are the transformed input data. In (1), the (NxN) 
matrix 丄 rea丄코zws th은 section코ng proc은durm요. 口巳은d은d for uomput二보ng t:h윤 f코: 

ter outpuf, and is defin즌d as

%,L 스 F tD 0
0 "

(2)

where F i요 an (NxN) discrete Fourier transform 코x, X deno匸은s an (LxL)Ju
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Fig. 1 Realization of UFBLMS and frequency weighted UFBL서S^ADF's using FFT 
and overlap-save s建cLion코ng procedure (N-L+M-l+N , L4L-1-WI , MAM-L+ 
Nz, and 宾＞0) . Z Z
[Note: UFBLMS ADF is realized with 匕h얀 position nAn connected and 

frequency-weighted UFBLMS ADF is realized with the position 
"B" connected. Nz is the number of zero data n요은ded forraug- 
menting the input data, th理r은by allowing to choose a suitable 
transform of length N. S/P = s은丄：Le丄 uonver요：Lon 
and P/S - paraLL은：L-士a丄 conversion. ]

identity matrix, and 0 is a z흔ro matrix.

As a performance criterion in adjusting the filter weights, we us윤 the fre
quency-weighted block MSE &瑚 d은fin建d by [8 ]

스 E[e* He.^1 (3)

where the asc은risk and E( • ] denote couLpI建x-conjugat:은 transpose of a matrix 
and statistical expectation, respectively. In (3), H is an (NxN) d코agonal 
matrix whose diagonal elements are'of nonnegative valu은s, and then magni
tudes represent the relative significance of each frequency component. Fol- 
lowiii옴 the same approach for the UFBLMS ADF [9] , we can obtra코n from (1) and 
(3) a 흥radient of the frequency-weighted block MSE with respect to W a용

FW
濬%嘴 쓰* = ⑴

fre-

CS)

Thus, using an instantaneously 은slimatmd gradient, we obtain from (4) a 
quency-weighted UFBLMS weight adjustment algorithm as Che foLLow코ng:

%+1 =气 + E조。,L 恥k

where y is a convergence factor that controls the convergence behavior of 
the algorithm. In F코g. 1, a block diagram of the fr已quency-wei흠htred UFBLMS 
ADF using the algorithm of (5) is 요hown together with that of t:h욘 UFBLMS ADF. 
It is noted that, when H is an identity matrix, the frequency-weighted UFBLMS 
algorithm becomes identical Co the UFBLMS algorithm s코nc은 P(),l ek = ek* Al一 

so, it is noted that, when L is sufficiently larger than M, Pq,l can be aP~ 
proximated as an identity matrix. In that case, one can eliminate Ch은 FFT 
and inverse FFT operation that are needed just after the frequency weighting
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operation in the frequency-weighted UFBLMS ADF. In this work, we apply the 
UFBL뇌S and frequency-w包ighL슨d UFBLMS a丄goritihm요 discussed above to che 
hancement of speech d은graded by wh코匸즌 or colored noise, 
is done by using different: 

en-
Frequency weighting 

convergence factors for each 은ncy component.

For noisy sp슨은ch corrupted 
filtering the noisy spe은ch 
ABF. This is shown 코n Fig.

by white n。코s建, enhanced speech is obtained by 
through the UFBLMS or frequency-weighted OTBLMS 
2-(a) . Noce that, unlike t:h윤 conventional algo

rithms such as th운 spectral subtraction mechod and the Wiener filtering meth
od , the proposed enhancement algorithm requires no spe드ch/si：L@nu윤 discrimi
nation. Hence, the computational complexity of the UFBLMS algorithm is sim
pler than those of Che conventional 은nhancmm建nt algor코t:hms .

MOISY 5PSCH

1 'JF=UMS I
j -1OF 「

MOISY SPW크거 .

(OJ

JSPE=Z：-i/S3_B'JCS:
I DSCISION (

(b) _
Fig. 2 Systems for enhancement of noisy speech by the HFBLMS algorithm.

(a) For speech corrupted by whit운 noise
(b) For speech corrupted by colored noise

As for noisy speech corrupted by u。고。匸은d noise, we obtain enhanced speech by 
using a noise suppression filter based on Che UFBLMS algorithm as shown in 
Fig. 2-(b) . In this 욥cheme, when noise in a silence interval is detected, 
the adaptive algorithm adjusts Che weights df the noise suppression filter 
such thac the error signal is minimized. When speech is detected, t:h은 adap
tation algorithm 코s turned off, and Che values of filter weights are k운p匸 at:

Adapcation resumes whenever sp建은ch activity no :Loa음erth은Im current values. 
occurs .

m. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Eh코s s은cti。匸l we first iaves匸코ga匸已 the perfonnance of Che proposed UFBLMS 
algorithm by simulation when nois은 is white, and compare it to th。욥e of the 
existing enhancem은nt: techniques, such as the spedra고 subtraction method [3】 

and the Wiener filtering method [1], by various objective measures. As the 
input to these 으 yst:已 ms, real * speech bandlimited to 3・4 k.Hz , and sampled at 
8 kHz was used. To obtain noisy speech, we g建n운raced white Gaussian noise 
using a random number generation program. We t:h요n proc巳요sed 코t by a low-pass 
filLtieE whose 3 dB cutoff frequency was 3.4 kHz, and 규dded t:h은 匸은suUiing 
noise to the clean spe은ch.

Table I shows th운 results of speech enhancement by various 은nhaace꼬우nc： algo- 
We can see from this table that the impEovem은ar 匸已요ilLcing from therithms .

use
UFBLMS algorithm.
significancly for no코sy speech wich Che UFBLMS algorithm.

of the UFBLMS algorithm is similar to Chat of the frequency-weight:은d
Also, it is noted thac the performance could be improv은d 

P운rhaps, the 匸建효- 
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son may be due to t:h픈 fac匸 that t:h듄 UFBLMS algorithm is based on forward and 
backward prediction, and enhancement is done in the frequency-domain. Also, 
we can not윤 from Table I that the improvement: by various enhancement algo
rithms decreases a요 th윤 SNR of input noisy speech becomes higher. The rea- 
요。ns are thought to be due to the nonstationary characteriscics of sp은은ch 
and also because noise spectrum is &요t:士ma匸ed approximately. When frequency-
weighted objective 요ur巳s are used as performance criteria,, we can s은은 

from Table I that uh은 UFBLMS algorithm 코s superior to the spectral subtrac
tion method or Wiener filtering Cechnique by more than 3 dB in WSNRSEG

Tab]으 I. Improvement resulting from enhancement algorithms for noisy speech 
corrupCed by 은.

M크즈二二二J—〜一. — UL3UC SNR
0 dB 衰 10 aS

7F3LHS 11.38 14. iO

MSNJ. xG 7.03 11.^2 13.45

rreauencT-wexgQted
rjFSU^S

규iSNR 5 14.40 '

6.37 Li .38 13.45

Speczraj. suocractu.au 
wxei Hasnixxxg vuidow

"7 L2.'8 16-C3

3-il 6.43 10.11

Viener :iltaring L0--5 13.22 '6.oa '

FVSHB一•_ >3 i,43 7.21 10.52 !!
Note: Noisy sp은은ches of 0, 5 and 10 dB in SNR correspond to those 

of 5-0, 8.35 and 12.69 dB in FWSNR, and -L.53, 1.81 and 
6.15 dB in FWSNRsEG， respectively.

Fig. 3 shows LPC spectra of clean, noisy and enhanced sp理숀ch by various 은n- 
hancement algorithms. It can be s包순n that the LPC spectra of the enhanced 
speech by the UFBLMS a丄흥。！:it:hm approximates th윤 LPC sp은ctzra고 은nve丄ope of 
clean speech most closely among the thr倉은 enhanuem은nt: techniqu은s, espec코aLLy 
in Che fr은qu負口cy range of 1 co 3 kHz. Also, it is worthwhile to mention 
that, with t:h으 UFBLMS a고gori匸hm, high-pass fiLt:은ring may be combined with 
the enhancement algorithm to improve speech quality and 코ni已丄丄iglb:匸Li上y ・ 
That is, high-pass filtering can b은 done simu11aneously with enhancement in 
the frequency domain- In this case, different convergence factors may b은 

u요ed for each frequency coi叩。nen匸.

Next, w은 invest:코흠th르 p댡rf orm&ncE of Che UFBLMS enhancing algorithm when 
the noise is colored, and compare it Co those of the 슨xisting enhancement 
techniques, 요uch as the spectral subtraction method [3] and Che adapt코we 
pr建diction filtering (APF) method [6], by objective quality measures-

To obtain noisy speech corrupted by colored noise, we generacwd whi匕e Gaus요ian 
nei요e. Th은口, we processed it by a band-pass filter, and added the r은suit二Lng 
noise to clean speech. Fig. 4 shows the average noise sp즌ctrum of which nar
row-band ridges correspond to the fundamental (1550 Hz) and first harmonic 
(3100 Hz) narrow-band noise of the helicopter eng코ne [3] . For sp수ech/s:匸Lenc建 

discrimination which is required as a part of the enhancemenc algo匸코thm for 
the colored noise case, we used a speech/silence detection method based on 
spectral magnitude, power and autocorrelation of segmented sp은은ch [10].
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Fig. 3
(a)
(c)

(d)
(든)

Spectral 已nve고。pes of clean, noisy and enhanced speech.
Original u고ean speech 
Enhanced speech by the 
window
Enhanced speech by the 
Enhanced 유pe얀ch by the

(b) 5 dB noisy sp已은ch
spectral subtraction method with Hamming

Wiener filtering
UFBLMS algorithm

Tab丄운 K. Improvement resulting from enhancement algorithms for noisy speech 
corrupted by colored noise.

-- -- _ laouc SNR
ff、7竺 asu그''

0 dB 5 dB 10 dB

(JFBUiS 汗SNR 14.27 LS.42 IS.77

cWSKR™ OCX* 3.50 L0.68 服

SaeccrxL subcracEXoa 
wxcii Haunxag mdow

gNR 639 9.71 B3

KSN 효— □£X> L 二4 心 3.50 !

Adaocxva oredicczoa 
iilterxng

gNR J 11.32 14.14 16.41

京叫h 1 5』 9.06 12.0^, 1
i

Note: Noisy speeches of 0, 5 and 10 dB 코n SNR correspond to those 
of 3.74； 7.00 and H・ 2으 dB in FWSNR, and -2.04, 1.22 and 5.51 
dB in FWSNR___, respectively.
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Table IE shows the improvement that 匚햔su고Us from the use of various enhance
ment algorithms. When the FWSNR and FWSNRseG m角asur建s are used a요 perform- 
ance criteria, the imprev순mwnt by the UFBLMS a고gorithm is more than 7 dB. 
Also, we have found thac the performance of the UFBLMS algorithm is almost 
the same as that of the fruqu建nuy-mi홍h匸金d UFBLMS algorithm. However , ac
cording to our iatdL고i흠ib코:Lily t二은st:, 匸h理 fr包qu包ncy-w包초용ht:已d UFBLMS a丄흥。rithm 
appears to be more 已은c匸iw但 for improvement of speech intelligibility. It 
is noted that the performance of the UFBLMS a丄홍ori匕hm is supefior to that of 
the spectral sub traction method by about 3 to 5 dB in FWSNR and FWSNRseg- 
Also, the performance of the UFBLMS algorithm is b은匸ter by about 2 dB in 
FWSNR and FWSNRS^G than that of t:h죤 APF a丄응。riEhm. In addition, Fig. 5
shows LEC spectra of clean sp은은ch, noisy spe은ch and enhanced speech by vari
ous enhancement algorithms. It is seen from Chis figure that the spectral 
理nv住Lop은 by the UFBLMS algorithm is c고。se匚 to the sp은c匸ra丄 envelope of clean 
speech than other 竺손s ・' 80 ' —

70
§ 50 
m 50 
§ 쇼。 

2 30 
S ao 
出10 

o
이。 I

_______________ FREOUENCY(kHd________________
Fig. 5 Spectral envelopes of clean, noisy and enhanced speech.

(a) Original clean speech
(b) 5 dB noisy speech corrupted by colored noise
(c) Enhanced speech by the 요pwctra丄 subtraction method with Ha皿in응 

w코ndow
(d) Enhanced speech by the TLMS adaptive prediction fi•고Eer
(e) Enhanced speech by the UFBLMS algorithm (B-0.9)

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a □은w technique using t:h은 UFBLMS algor코thm has been proposed 
to enhance noisy speech d已응rad슨d by white or colored noise, and evaluated 
by various objective measures. According to the simulation results for 
speech corrupted by white noise, t:h욘 UFBLMS aLgoi二Ltihm is superior : to che 
spectral subtract코。n method or W코en은r filtering cechnique by more than 3 d포 

in FWSNRsEG wh角n the SNR of speech is in the range of 0 to 10 dB. In gen
eral, the improvement decreases as the SNR of input speech becomes higher. 
With the UFBLMS a고goirithm, high-pass filtering may b든 combin은d with the en
hancement: algorithm to improve the speech quality and inr每丄：Legibility fur
ther. For degraded speech by colored noise, Che performance of che UFBLMS 
algorithm is superior to that of the spectral subtraction method by about 3 
to 5 dB in FWSNR and TOSNR^q. Also, the performance of the UFBLMS algo
rithm is better by about 2 dB in FWSNR and EWSNR^eG 匕han that of the TLMS 
APF algorithm. In view of the computational complexity and improvement in 
spe즌ch quality and 호n匸已LLi흠ib:匸Lity, it can be concluded thac the fr^qu^ncy- 
weighted UFBLMS 흐丄goritzhm yields the best results among various algorithms 
so far proposed in enhancing noisy speech corrupted by white or colored noise.
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